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Abstract 
Local economic development groups continually struggle to find ways to maintain local 
businesses and this need will increase, especially in rural areas as larger numbers of residents 
and business owners reach retirement age. Many of the businesses affected have provided 
essential services for long periods of time but often neither local heirs nor external capital is 
available to continue the business. The outcome is that older residents must travel long 
distances to purchase basis goods and services plus there is a loss of social capital when the 
business is a regular social gathering place. This article discusses how community owned 
businesses can retain the services locally and describes several best practices or approaches 
used in recent years.  
 
 
Introduction 
 

Long-term demographic changes, combined with shifts in preferences toward internet 
shopping, have permanently altered the future of many traditional downtowns and are causing 
local leaders to look for new ways to finance and support businesses in their communities. 
These trends are likely to affect downtowns differently depending on community size and 
location.  Of special concern are communities in more remote areas that rely on small retail 
businesses and services likely to come under increased pressures with shrinking markets. 
Small towns in rural areas, for instance, can expect population declines along with increases in 
elderly populations that rely on local shopping. Populations in these areas have decreased for 
many years plus regional shopping centers and discount stores eroded traditional markets. 
Losses in local employment, partly because of automation but also offshore competition from 
lower wage areas, caused rural residents to commute to larger regional centers. Mechanization 
of agriculture underway for decades also severed traditional links between farm families and 
small towns. Small markets make it more difficult to find investment capital for businesses 
about to close since, while still profitable, the returns may be too low to attract external 
investors.  
 
The negative impacts on downtowns over the past several decades were not limited to rural 
areas, however.  Shopping malls located away from the downtown areas in larger communities 
lured traditional downtown businesses with more convenient shopping, free parking, and 
entertainment activities. Even after experiments with pedestrian malls and replacing retail 
stores with educational institutions, office buildings, or service organizations, many downtowns 
continue to struggle in the new environment.  
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This article examines relatively recent approaches used by local leaders to cause residents to 
pool investment funds to purchase businesses likely to close. These strategies address   
demographic changes, namely increasing numbers of elderly populations reaching retirement 
age. This age cohort includes businessowners who, may close long-standing establishments. 
These closings will especially hurt small towns where a growing and, in some cases, relatively 
immobile elderly population will have less access to basic goods and services. Loss of these 
businesses will reduce social capital and make these communities less attractive to both current 
residents and prospective incomers.  The local investment strategies described in this article 
apply equally to declining neighborhoods in large cities. Loss of local business can mean food 
deserts or other deficiencies that could be addressed by residents and related individuals 
raising funds to reopen closed stores or start new ones needed to keep the neighborhoods 
vibrant. 
 
Retiring owners with financially sustainable businesses, without local heirs interested in 
continuing the enterprises may list the business with a realtor and place it on the market. If no 
buyers are forthcoming, then they may discontinue operations.  At that time, local 
development practitioners may try to intervene with efforts to link the business opportunity 
with potential buyer or may have access to programs such as RedTire in Kansas or Goodworks 
Evergreen in Montana. (Redefine Retirement, 2020; Goodworks, 2020) These groups along with 
programs in other states successfully link sellers with potential buyers and provide technical 
assistance during the process. 
 
However, many small communities do not have access to these services and must find ways to 
raise local capital to purchase the business and continue its operation, sometimes through 
community ownership approaches.  These initiatives are becoming more common and will 
probably gain use in the wake of the COVID-19 recession that will shutter businesses in both 
rural and urban areas.  The economic downturn provides a strong motivation since the 
threatened businesses provide a gathering place in the community in addition to providing 
access to essential services. While not large employment centers, they nevertheless represent 
significant numbers of employees in small towns plus they bring considerable traffic for other 
businesses in the downtown area. Faced with the prospects of losing convenient access to 
services, community development groups have a strong interest in organizing local investment 
groups and are leading the way on this issue. This financing method will be especially useful in 
downtowns where vacancy growth will be likely in the near future as the economic downturn 
unfolds. 
 
Growing Interest in Local Investment Strategies 
 

Strong cases and rationales for local investment have been made many times with many 
justifications. Michael H. Shuman makes the case most strongly by illustrating the local benefits 
not only to the community but also to investors. (Shuman, 2015) Experiences in Canada show 
that small currently operating businesses have been as, or even more, profitable than larger 
firms. However, investors may not differentiate ongoing businesses from startups where the 
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risks typically are higher, which may discourage investment. Likewise, potential investors have 
more difficulty finding detailed and organized financial information for small companies so tend 
to favor global corporations.  
 
In any case, an abundance of wealth may exist locally if investors, in some way, can be 
encouraged to consider local businesses as attractive and suitable attractive investment 
opportunities. The Baby Boom population cohort that is current retiring in large numbers has 
accumulated significant resources and many are financially secure. Their long tenure in small 
community and commitment to its future may make them willing to invest in local endeavors in 
which they are interested.  Retaining local access to essential goods and services is likely to be 
one of those issues. 

 
Community Owned Businesses 
 

The 2008 world-wide recession stimulated increased interest in locally owned or supported 
enterprises especially in small communities with population outmigration or declines, many of 
whom were not responding well economically. Most notable among this work are efforts by the 
Plunkett Foundation in England to help local groups with community owned pubs and shops. 
(Plunkett, 2019). Past population declines led to growing concerns about rural loneliness and 
isolation that were linked with mental illness and other health conditions. (National Institute on 
Aging, 2019)  
 
Locally owned pubs had been closing in many rural areas leaving small towns with few, if any, 
social gathering places and a loss of social capital. These pubs had gone beyond eating and 
drinking establishments and were the basis for building social capital and engagement in the 
community. Their closures reduced social capital and created a void in the communities 
involved. 
 
This social engagement was considered essential to the ability of communities to retain and 
attract populations in the future but the pubs, in many instances, were no longer economically 
sustainable. The alternative was to find financing arrangements that could make the enterprise 
sustainable in the future plus engage residents in activities that improved living conditions.  The 
response was for residents to buy shares in the pub and participate in the operations. Over 
time, the services offered by the pubs expanded into new activities needed in the communities 
including social and health-related services. 
 
Since 1982, the Plunkett Foundation has collaborated with other organizations on a program to 
help these communities stabilize their economies and retain population. The efforts have been 
impressive. Based on a review of past records and interviews with managers, there were 95 
known community pubs trading at the end of 2018 with 11 starting in that year alone and an 
increasing number of requests from other interested communities. More than half of the 
capital invested in these ventures came from local sources and no pubs participating in this 
program had closed which documents the effectiveness of the approach.  (Plunkett, 2019 a). 
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The community owned pubs (COP) concept soon broadened into more diverse activities that 
now include stores with general lines of merchandise including specialized health care services 
targeted to special needs of local groups such as elderly.  As of 2018 year-end, 363 operating 
Community Owned Shops (COS) employed 160 full-time and 860 part-time staff. (Plunkett, 
2019 b) These shops have grown in number and are prospering. The recession in the aftermath 
of the COVID-19 pandemic may be the stimulus for further growth in number of COS and they 
may broaden the services more into local health care and related social or health services 
otherwise unavailable locally. 
 
While England has a long history and experience with cooperatives, the community owned 
financing approach can also be used with nonprofits, social benefit corporations, or Limited 
Liability Companies when as state or local regulations permit. (Walzer and Sandoval, 2016) Each 
organizational structure offers advantages and has been used successfully as is shown in several 
brief examples in the U.S. discussed next. Each is unique in both purpose and activities, but they 
have several common properties. 
 
First and foremost, each venture addresses a strong perceived social need in the community 
such as retaining access to a local grocery store, one of the most frequent uses for this 
financing approach.  Grocery stores in small towns often compete with stores in larger centers 
as well as local convenience stores selling basic food stuffs. (Healy, 2019) In some instances, 
losses of grocery stores create food deserts. The potential loss of a full line of groceries locally 
motivates residents to take a community owned financing approach to obtain access to 
groceries, produce, meats and other locally produced items. 
 
Second, community owned financing approaches have a strong local champion or leader who 
organizes the financing effort.  While the amounts of funds contributed by residents often are 
relatively small, successful fund-raising requires communication and coordination by someone 
visible and respected in the community. Typically, local funds raised include grants or leverage 
from local financial and civic organizations.  
 
Third, the community owned stores are intended to build local participation and engagement 
by residents interested in promoting the future of their communities. This volunteer 
participation not only builds social capital; it also can make the business venture more viable by 
reducing operating costs. Thus, while a privately-owned store could not compete with larger 
stores in the area, a grocery that handles local specialties plus operates on a thinner profit 
margin can survive. This continuing involvement by residents also creates buy-in and stronger 
patronage that helps ensure a successful operation. 
 
Supportive infrastructure and environment are also critical to the success of community owned 
ventures. The legal structure and tax arrangements can determine the specific format used in 
the business. Likewise, funding opportunities available from the state and local governments 
can make the difference in whether a local group decides to launch such a venture and 
succeeds. For example, Vermont has led states in the U.S. in encouraging local groups to start 
COBs for several reasons. It is a small rural state with a strong history of supporting community 
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investments. Efforts include early adoptions of programs such as social benefit corporations, 
support for employee ownership programs, and a state agency (Preservation Trust) charged 
with helping local groups start and manage these efforts. Walzer (2019) discusses these 
programs and provides examples of community owned enterprises in both Vermont and other 
states.  
 
Pierce’s Store in Shrewsbury, 
Vermont, (pop.1,177 est. 2019) 
is an example where a family 
had operated a grocery store 
for more than a century and 
the last remaining family 
member decided to close it.  
(See photo on right). The family 
had left a fund that provided 
money for a new owner to 
reopen this store or others in 
small communities. The 
Preservation Trust of Vermont held a RFP and a local group applied, started a cooperative, and 
reopened the store. The store provides a range of local goods and services including crafts and 
merchandise from local artists and craftspeople. It also hosts regular civic events.  
 

The Hinesburgh Public House 
located in Hinesburg, Vermont 
(pop. 963, est. 2015) was started 
as a Social Benefit Corporation, on 
a former cheese plant site to 
provide high quality food to 
populations in surrounding places. 
(See photo on left) Local 
nonprofits sponsor regular 
dinners and use the revenues as 
fund-raisers for local events. The 
restaurant also has policies to 

promote from within to provide quality jobs for residents in the area and makes a conscious 
effort to buy from local producers as part of its Social Benefit Corporation activities.  
 
The advent and growth in crowdfunding platforms boosted the community owned enterprise 
approach by making residents think more about local needs and how they could invest. It also 
facilitated the mechanisms through which local organizing groups can access local funds.  Both 
the growing need and innovative financing opportunities led to the growth of intermediaries 
such as The Local Crowd (TLC) that helps local groups organize community investment projects 
to start business ventures or community development projects. (The Local Crowd, 2020) 
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TLC provides both organizational and technical assistance as the group moves through various 
stages of the community investment endeavor. They have worked in agencies in 11 states 
during the past several years and recently launched a 4th Sector program (TLC 4SE) to build an 
entrepreneurial ecosystem in communities where residents are willing to commit time and 
money to local enhancement projects. This program engages the three traditional sectors 
(business, government, and nonprofit) by providing a setting where community interests are a 
major focus. This initiative will more closely link the local investments to community priorities. 
 
Applicability of COBs to Downtowns 
 

Downtowns, especially in smaller communities, will continue to face challenges as preferences 
toward remote and digital shopping continue. Successful downtowns in the future will be a 
social magnet with places where residents interact in a variety of ways in addition to traditional 
shopping. Active elderly residents with more leisure time available are interested in pursuing 
local interests such as history, culture, and hobbies.  These activities also provide networking 
opportunities for people with common interests such as makerspaces and coworking centers 
which have become more common in recent. Recreational and educational enterprises are also 
springing up in some small communities to market the uniqueness of the area and appeal to 
tourists and potential in-migrants. 
 
In response to these trends, downtowns are becoming Central Social Districts (CSD) that offer 
interactions and broad-based experiences in addition to retail shopping experiences as 
described by Milder (2017). These opportunities will be key to future successes. The overall 
community focus will shift from strictly an employment center to a destination for wider 
audiences.  This shift will place more attention on attractiveness and walkability, entertainment 
and networking opportunities, hobbies and cultural interests, or related activities depending on 
location. These opportunities appeal to retirees and elderly with more flexible schedules as well 
as young families attracted by recreation and healthy lifestyle activities so this strategy 
compliments expected demographic shifts. 
 
Small community owned ventures appeal to creative interests currently displayed by both 
young adults and early retirees. Affordable access to high-speed internet, especially in rural 
areas, opens the door for revitalization in some rural areas. Internet shopping with quick 
delivery removes many past rural disadvantages. Residents can work virtually, either full or 
part-time, access entertainment, participate in natural recreation activities, and live in 
reasonably priced housing. New and unique small businesses tailored to specific markets and 
financed by residents will become more common in the future as the current recession changes 
the playing field in many small towns. 
 
Future for COB Financing Applications  
 

Community owned business financing approaches can work for a wide variety of issues such as 
in Italy where financial setbacks in public agencies following the 2008 recession caused major 
reductions in support for infrastructure and other services. Local groups responded by 
organizing co-operatives to finance restoration of essential community services. While these 
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ventures are not traditional business enterprises, they, nevertheless, involve residents pooling 
funds and investing in the local ventures. The projects are funded by both co-op members and 
others, many of whom do not reside locally. The co-ops involve collaborations with other local 
public agencies so are truly broad-based initiatives (Bianchi, 2020) 
 
The extension of the COB financing approach beyond traditional business ventures 
demonstrates its flexibility with opportunities to help local institutions focus on important local 
issues. Numerous examples of successful adaptations exist in community owned pubs and 
shops in England as mentioned previously. These institutions have branched out to provide 
health services both virtually and on-site. They offer programming for youth and senior citizens 
alike which makes the community attractive to a wide audience.   
 
The examples and discussions of community owned businesses in this article make a strong 
case for even more use of this financing approach in the future.  Demographic trends and 
changes in shopping patterns along with the COVID-19 recession will force many local leaders 
to find ways to finance businesses closing due to retirements or economic reasons.  
 
Community owned businesses whether cooperatives, nonprofits, or Limited Liability 
Corporations can work when a serious case for a strong local interest is made.  These small 
businesses can operate at a lower profit market when resident investors volunteer time in 
operating the venture. They also provide opportunities for residents and others to engage in 
community-wide social activities that enhance quality of life and social capital.  
 
Due to the current economic downturn because of the COVID-19 Pandemic, we are likely to see 
even more community owned businesses as both rural communities and urban neighborhoods 
face business closings with few alternative ways to reopen them. As in the past, a focus is likely 
to be on essential businesses such as grocery stores, but we are also likely to see this financing 
approach used to open specialty shops that respond to local opportunities such as hobbies, 
crafts, and entertainment. Also, likely is that these ventures will provide a wide range of both 
private and social services on a part-time basis with shared space, especially in areas with small 
markets. Efforts along these lines are already underway around the world as described in this 
article. Communities will have to look more to investment from within the community to 
support businesses as they try to recover from the COVID-19 economic downturn. 
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